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FIXED SETS OF UNITARY G-MANIFOLDS

STEVEN R. COSTENOBLE, MICHAEL STEINER, AND STEFAN WANER

(Communicated by Thomas Goodwillie)

Abstract. Using ÂMheory characteristic numbers we generalize results of Con-

ner and Floyd on the orders of spheres in free unitary Z/ps-bordism. These

calculations imply results on the possible fixed sets in actions of Z/ps on uni-

tary manifolds. This in turn generalizes to abelian p-groups.

Introduction

Conner and Floyd showed in early work on cyclic p-group actions on mani-

folds that there are severe restrictions on the possible fixed sets, depending on

the local geometry. Specifically, they proved the following in [CF]: Let p be

prime, and let G = Z/p act on the unitary manifold M so that the normal

bundle in M of the fixed set MG is a product MG x W for some G-module
W on which G acts freely away from 0. Then [MG] e p1+a("'f7» , where

« = dimc W and a(n) = [(« - l)/(p - I)]. Here, t/, denotes (nonequiv-
ariant) unitary bordism. Notice that a(n) grows with the codimension of the
fixed set and that this result implies that there is no unitary Z/p-manifold of

dimension > 0 with a single fixed point.

Connor and Floyd's work in [CF] also implies a partial generalization of the

above result to semifree Z/p^-actions with discrete fixed sets. Let G = TL/ps

act semifreely on the unitary manifold M so that MG is discrete with normal

bundle MG x nV for some irreducible G-module V on which G acts freely

away from 0. Then [MG]e ps+a(n)U* , where a(n) is as above.

One of the goals of this paper is to complete the generalization of the result for

Z/p-actions to TL/ps -actions. Thus we remove the three restrictions in the partial

generalization just mentioned: that M be semifree, that MG be discrete, and

that W = nV. All of the results of Conner and Floyd come from the calculation

of the order of Y x SIV in free G-bordism, where Y is unitary with trivial

G-action and SW is the unit sphere in the G-module W. In order to carry

out our goal, we first calculate in §2 the order of SW in free Z/p^-bordism,

generalizing the results of Conner and Floyd for Sn V . This calculation is based

on A-theory characteristic numbers for G-bordism, and the theory is set up in

§1. We then go on in §3 to replace Y x SW by a slightly more complicated free

G-manifold, this calculation being needed to deal with Z/pJ-manifolds that are
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not semifree. In §4 we give our main results on the fixed points of Z/p5-actions

on unitary manifolds. We also give a generalization to abelian p-group actions

and conjecture a result for arbitrary p-groups.

1.   AG(- ; Q/ ^CHARACTERISTIC NUMBERS

Let G be a finite group, and let V be a finite-dimensional unitary rep-

resentation of G. The interesting cases will be those in which V has no

trivial summands. Let SnV denote the unit sphere in nV ; colim„5«F is

then a model for the universal G-space EAFV[P], where &"V is the family

{H c G | VH ¿ 0}. Here Ef?V is characterized as a G-CW complex with

EAFVH contractible if H e &~V and empty otherwise.

Definition 1.1. The stably almost complex G-manifold M will be called V-free
if MH is empty unless H e &"V.

By the universal property of E&~V, this is equivalent to saying that M maps

equivariantly into EAFV.
Let KG and KG denote equivariant unitary A-theory and A-homology the-

ory [Al] . The object of this section is to describe characteristic numbers in

Kfîi* ; Q/Z) = RiG) ® Q/Z for unitary G-bordism of F-free manifolds. These
characteristic numbers are essentially those of Wilson in [Wi] in the case of free

bordism of groups with periodic cohomology (space form groups). On the other
hand, the present formulation lends itself directly to computation without using

Atiyah-Singer type fixed-point index calculations [Wi, G].

We introduce Q/Z-coefficients by smashing the representing spectrum of

Kg with a nonequivariant Moore space of type Q/Z. Characteristic numbers

(of odd-dimensional manifolds) will be obtained from characteristic classes in

KG(E&~V x BGU ; Q/Z), where BGU is the classifying space for unitary G-

vector bundles. Explicitly, if c e KXG(E^V x BGU; Q/Z), then the character-

istic number of c(M) e Kfi(* ; Q/Z) of the unitary F-free G-manifold M is

(p*c, [M]), where p : M —► E&~V x BGU classifies M and its normal bundle

and [M] e KG(M) is the fundamental class given by Atiyah's A-theory ori-
entation [A2]. By the usual argument such characteristic numbers are F-free

unitary bordism invariants.
To describe the possibilities for these numbers we begin by looking at

KG(E^V) = KG(colimnSnV). The pair (DnV, SnV) gives the exact se-

quences

0 --> KxG(SnV) -> RiG) -^ RiG) -+ KGiSnV) -+ 0

and

0 --> KgiSnV) -> R(G) -^-> R(G) -+ KG(SnV) ̂ 0,

where ev is the Euler class X-X(V) = J2i(-^Y^(V) ■ Thus

KxG(SnV) s Kg (SnV) S ker^

and
KG(SnV) s KG(SnV) s R(G)/(ev)n ,

where (ey) is the ideal generated by ey . (Here and elsewhere we use the same

letter to denote an element of R(G) and the map given by multiplication by

that element.)
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The inclusion i: SnV
gram:

S(n+ 1)V induces the following commutative dia-

0 --> KxG(S(n+l)V) -» R(G) -^U R(G) -» Ag(5(« + 1)K) -» 0

tv 1
0 -♦      KxG(SnV)      -> R(G)

Thus the induced map A¿(5(« + 1)K)

R(G) KG(SnV)

KxG(SnV) is ev: ker<?£+1 -» ker<?£,

while the map KG(S(n + 1)V) ~* KG(SnV) is the projection R(G)/(ev+x) -■>

Ä(G)/(4>.
In order to say more about these maps, we consider the structure of the

representation ring. For the cyclic group C = (to) = Z/k let £c = e2m/k

and let nc be the one-dimensional representation given by nc(co) = Cc ■ The

following result follows from [tD2, §IV.10].

Lemma 1.2. For any finite group G

i?(G)®Q=-0Q[Ccrc,
(C)

where the sum runs over conjugacy classes of cyclic subgroups of G and WC

permutes the powers of Cc according to its action on C. Thus the summand

tQi[Cc]wc is the subfield of Q[£c] corresponding to the subgroup of its Galois

group Aut C given by the image of WC in Aut C.   D

Lemma 1.3. If x e RiG), then V.erx" = kerx for all « > 1.

Proof. In RiG) ® Q multiplication by x is either an isomorphism or zero in

the (C)-component. This gives the result in RiG) <8>Q, and the result for RiG)

follows from the fact that RiG) C RiG) <8> Q.   D

Lemma 1.4. If x e RiG), then the projection R(G)/(xn+x) -> R(G)/(x") re-
stricts to an epimorphism on torsion subgroups.

Proof. By Lemma 1.2, Im(jc',<g>Q) = Im(x"+1<g>Q). It follows that x" = qyxn+i
for some q e<Q and y e R(G). Thus kx" e (x"+x) for some nonzero k e Z.
The result follows.   D

The naturality of the universal coefficient exact sequence

0 - KxGiSnV) 9 Q/Z -> KxG(SnV; Q/Z) -> Yor(KG(SnV), Q/Z) -* 0

gives us the commutative diagram

0 — KlG(S(n+l)V)®Q/Z -» AT¿(S(n+l)K; Tor(K°G(S(n + l)V),q/Z) -» 0

0 ->      KG(SnV)®Q/Z      -*      KG(SnV ; Q/Z)      ->      Tor(KG{SnV), Q/Z)      ^0

where i is multiplication by (?k . Since KG(SnV) = kerev = kere-/ by

Lemma 1.3, it follows that /' = 0. On the other hand, k is induced by
a projection which, by Lemma 1.4, induces an epimorphism of torsion sub-

groups. Since Tor(-, Q/Z) gives the torsion subgroup, it follows that k is an
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epimorphism. This gives lim KG(SnV; Q/Z) =• UmXor(R(G)/(ev)), where tor

denotes the torsion subgroup. A similar calculation gives limKG(SnV ; Q/Z) =

lim(R(G)/(ev) 9 Q/Z) and lim1 KG(SnV; Q/Z) = 0. We conclude that

KG(E^V; Q/Z) S limtor(i?(G)/(^)).

We now turn to KG(BGU). We may take BGU = colimn BGU(n), where

BGU(n) is the Grassmannian of complex «-planes in C[G]°° . Following the

comment preceding [S, 3.9], standard calculations from nonequivariant K-
theory generalize to give

Theorem 1.5. KG(BGU) = R(G)[[cx, c2, ...]], where the c, are equivariant

Chern classes; KG(BGU) = 0. Further, the c¡ restrict to the nonequivariant

Chern classes in K°(BGU) .= K°(BU).   n

Corollary 1.6. The natural map

KG(E^V ; Q/Z) 9RlG) KG(BGU) - KG(ES*V x BGU ; Q/Z)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Since   KG(BGU)   is a free   i?(G)-module,  the cohomology theories

KG(- x BGU ; Q/Z) and A¿(- ; Q/Z) (g^o Ag(5Gt7) are isomorphic.   G

The cases of interest to us will be the manifolds of the form SnVxM, where

G acts trivially on M. If x e KG(EAFV ; Q/Z) and c¡ is a monomial in the
c¡ , then the associated characteristic class (x®c¡)(SnV x M) = x(SnV)c¡(M),

where x(SnV) e R(G) ® Q/Z and c¡(M) e Z agrees with the associated

nonequivariant A-theory Chern class of M.
We now relate our construction to the constructions given by torn Dieck and

Wilson in [tDl] and [Wi] in the special case of free space form group actions.

Here we let G act freely on V so that EFV = EG and KG(E^V) sa K*(BG).
In view of the above calculations, we can express the evaluation of characteristic

numbers as a map

6 : Ut(BG) -> Hom(A*(£G; Q/Z) 9Z[[c,, c2,...]], Q/Z).

There is then a commutative diagram

U. (BG) -^ Hom(K* (BG ; Q/Z) ® Z[[c,, c2 ,...]], Q/Z)

/• /•

Hom(Z[c,, c2 , ... ], K,(BG)) --> Hom(Z[c. , c2, ...], Hom(K*(BG; Q/Z), Q/Z))
e

where r is given by adjunction and restriction, p is the torn Dieck-Wilson

formulation of characteristic numbers, and e is induced by evaluation. The

following lemma implies that e is an isomorphism in odd grading, while the

source is known to be zero in even grading.

Lemma 1.7. The evaluation e: KX(BG) -* Uom(Kx(BG; Q/Z), Q/Z) is an iso-
morphism.

Proof. LeX I be the augmentation ideal of R(G). One has, by [AS] ,

Hom(A'(5G; Q/Z), Q/Z) S Hom(limtorÄ(G)//" , Q/Z)

=■ Hom(lim ///" , Q/Z) Si Kx (BG).    D
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We now obtain the following restatement of a well-known result (cf.  [Wi,

1.3]).

Theorem 1.8. KG(- ; Q/Z) -characteristic numbers detect unitary free bordism of

space form groups.

Proof. Since p is injective [tDl, Wi], it now follows that 0 is injective and

also that the characteristic numbers we define are essentially the same as those
of torn Dieck and Wilson.   D

2. Orders of spheres

Let G = Z/ps, let W be an n-dimensional complex representation on

whose unit sphere G acts freely (« > 1), and let V be the one-dimensional
complex representation on which a generator of G acts by multiplication by

exp(2ni/ps). Both Conner and Floyd [CF] and Wilson [Wi] calculated the or-

der of the free sphere [SnV] in unitary free G-bordism; Conner and Floyd also

calculated the order of [SW] when G = Z/p. We now use the characteristic

numbers we developed in the previous section to calculate the order of [SW]
for any s.

Let <z(«) = [(n-l)/(p-l)], where [-] denotes the greatest integer function.

Then our main result is

Theorem 2.1. The order of [SW] in UGiEZ/ps) is ps+a^, where n =

dimc W.   D

If M is a unitary manifold, all of whose nonequivariant A-theory charac-
teristic classes are divisible by p, then [M] e U* is also divisible by p, by
Hattori-Stong. This fact, together with the remarks after Corollary 1.6, now

gives

Corollary 2.2. Let M be a unitary manifold with trivial G-action, and assume

that [M] is not divisible by p in U* . Then the order of [SW x M] in
UG(EZ/ps) is ps+aW , where « = dimc W.    □

The remainder of this section constitutes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Since the normal bundle to SW is trivial, the only characteristic classes

of interest are those that come from the inclusion i : SW —> EG. Here

KG(EG; Q/Z) S limXor(R(G)/(e")), where e = ev is the Euler class of the

irreducible representation V given above. Now R(G) = Z[x]/(xpS - 1), where

x = [V], and e = 1 -x . From this we get R(G) -= Z©(<?). Since (1 -e)pS = 1,

it follows that pe e (e2), from which it follows that (e)/(e") is a finite p-group

and that Xor(R(G)/(e")) = (e)/(e"). (This is a special case of the general fact

that ///" is torsion.)
We now give an alternate description of KG(EG; Q/Z) using the exact se-

quence of the pair (DnV, SnV)

0->A¿(5«F;Q/Z)-*JR(G)®Q/Z-^^/?(G)®Q/Z^Ag(S«K;Q/Z)^0,

from which it follows that

KG(SnV; Q/Z) == ker((?" 9 Q/Z) <= [(e" 9 q)~xR(G)]/R(G).
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As in §1, the inclusion SnV —> S(n + l)V gives the following diagram:

0 -» KG(S(n + l)V; Q/Z) -> R(G)9 Q/Z

<?(g>Q/Z

0 -->      KG(SnV; Q/Z)      ^R(G) 9 Q/Z

e"  m/Z> R(G) ® Q/Z -» Ag(S(«+l)F;Q/Z) -♦ 0

1- I
g"®Q/Z.   i?(G)®Q/Z-+      A°(S«F;Q/Z)      ^0

It follows that A¿(£G; Q/Z) £= lim[(<?" ® Q)-'/î(G)]/JR(G), where the maps
in the limit are given by multiplication by e. It also follows that the image of

KG(EG; Q/Z) in KG(SnV; Q/Z) is contained in

[Im(<? 9 Q) n (e" 9 Q)~xR(G)]/[lm(e 9 Q) n Ä(G)].

Similarly we have that A¿(AK/; Q/Z) = [(e^8>Q)-1JR(G)]//î(G), where ew

is the Euler class of W. Now, if c e KG(EG; Q/Z) is any characteristic class,
we have c(sW) = (i*c, [SW]) = (i*c, d[DW, SW]) = (ôi*c, [DW, SW]).
Thus the characteristic number is the image of i*c under the inclusion

0 -* KXG(SW ; Q/Z) A+ RtQ) 9 Q/Z

in the long exact sequence of the pair (DW, SW). Hence we need only find

the order of i*c in KG(SW ; Q/Z). We shall concentrate on one particular
characteristic class. Since ew is invertible in the ideal Im(i?i/ 9 Q), we can

form the element ev/ew e [(ew 9 Q)~XR(G)]/R(G). The collection of these
elements for varying W clearly forms an inverse system, i.e., an element in

KG(EG; Q/Z). We may concentrate on this element because of

Lemma2.3. [lm(ev9Q)n(ew9Q)~xR(G)]/[lm(ev®Q)nR(G)] =■ (ev)/(ewev)

= (e)/(e"+x), with ev/ew corresponding to e = ey . Moreover, ev/ew has the

largest order of any element of this group.

Proof. The first isomorphism is given by multiplication by ew ■ Notice that

y 6 Im(<?i/ 9 Q) n (ew ® Q)_1i?(G) iff ewy e Im(<?^ 9 Q) n R(G) =
Im(t?K <8> Q) n RiG) = (ey), this group being the augmentation ideal of R(G)
in which ew is invertible. Similarly, y e lm(ey 9 Q) n R(G) = (ey) iff

ewy e (ewev).
Now (ewev) = (ev+l), for, if U and V are any two one-dimensional repre-

sentations on whose spheres G acts freely, then (eu) = (ey) = the augmentation

ideal of R(G), so eu and ey are i?(G)-multiples of one another. Induction

on the dimension of W, which is a direct sum of such one-dimensional repre-

sentations, gives the claim.

Finally, it is clear that e has the highest order of any element of (e)/(e"+x),

since all the elements are i?(G)-multiples of e .   G

We now calculate the order of ev/ew in KG(SW ; Q/Z).
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Proposition 2.4. The order of e in (e)/(e"+x) is ps+a(-"K

Proof. Let tn be the exponent of the order of e in (e)/(en) so that /„ is the

smallest integer for which p'*e is a linear combination with integer coefficients
of e';n< i <n+ps -2. Write

n+ps-2

<?=   X]  *».'*'»       xnJeQ.
i=n

If x e Q is expressed as pk(u/v) with u and v integers prime to p, write
ordp x = k . Then tn is the maximum of the negatives of the ordp xnj , so we

concern ourselves with establishing bounds for these inductively on « .

When « = 2, the relation (1 - e)pS = 1 gives

X2,i =
tH(p!

Ps   \i

Since

ord, CO-5 - ordn /,

it follows that ordp x2t,■ = - ordp i for all i with 2 < i <ps so that t2= s.
For larger « we do not attempt to calculate ordp x„ t ¡ explicitly but instead

show

Lemma 2.5. For all « > 2 and n<i< n+ps-2, ordpx„j > —[(/"— l)/(p— 1)]

with strict inequality if i> n+p-1 and equality if i < n+p- 1 and (p - 1) |

(Í-1).
Proof. The case « = 2 follows from the following sequence of inequalities,
where / = tpk with k = ordp i :

ordp i < 1+p+p2 -\-hpk~x    (with equality iff k < 1 )

= (p*-l)/(p-l)

< [tpk - l/p - 1]   (with equality iff t = 1, or k = 0 and t < p)

= [i-l/p-l].

The case « > 2 requires the recursive formulas

_ fx„ti + xn,„X2,i-„+i    for « + 1 < i <n+ps - 1,

\xn,nX2,i-n+\ for i = n+ps -1.

To see this, write e = xnj„e" + xn¡n+xe"+x H- and substitute

xnt„e" = xn,„e"-xe = xn>„e"~x(x2t 2e2 + x2tie3 + ■■■).

Comparing the resulting expansion of e in terms of en+x, ... with the expan-

sion defining xn+Xj gives the formulas.

Now assume inductively that the lemma is true for « . The case « = 2 and

the induction hypothesis give us

(2.6)

ordp(xn)„X2,,--,+i) > -
/ - «

> -
i- 1

P-I

and

ordp xnj>
/-l

.p-y
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These inequalities, together with (2.6), give the inequality of the lemma. In the

case i > (« + 1) + p - 1, the inductive hypothesis implies that both the above

inequalities are strict, giving the next claim of the lemma. Finally, in the case

i < (n + 1) +p - 1 and (p - 1) | (i - 1), one of the above inequalities will be an

equality and the other strict, depending on whether or not i = n+p - I.   o

Proof of Proposition 2.4 continued. In order to obtain the result for n > 2, we

again use induction on «. First note that tn+x > tn . Multiply the recursive

formula (2.6) by p'. If t > tn, then the term p'x„,, (if it occurs at all) is

an integer, so p'xn+X!¡ is an integer iff ptxnt„x2j-n+x is an integer. Since

ordp^^^.f-n+i) = ordpX„!n + 0TdpX2j-n+x, taking the minimum over i

with « + 1 < z < « + 1 +pJ - 2 gives min/ordp^n^^.i-n+i) = ordpx„;„ - 5

by the case « = 2 . By the lemma ordp xn,n > -[(« - l)/(p - 1)] with equality

when (p - 1) | (« - 1).
Now

tn+\ = max{r„, -min;ordp(x„,„x2,,-„+i)} = max{í„ , -ordpx„,„ + s}

= max{j + [(«-2)/(p- 1)], s-ordpxn,„}.

Since s - ordp xn t „ < s + [in - 1 )/(p - 1 )] with equality when (p - 1 ) | (« - 1 ),

it follows that tn+x = s + [in - l)/(p - 1 )].   g

Since the characteristic class ey/ew has the highest order of any element in

KGiSW; Q/Z) and these characteristic numbers detect free bordism, we have
now proved Theorem 2.1.

3. Orders of some other elements

Here we do a second calculation that we shall need in the next section. Let

G = Z/ps as before, and let A(G) be the Burnside ring of G. Take o =

p - [G/H] e /1(G), where H c G has index p ; let W be an «-dimensional
unitary representation on whose unit sphere G acts freely. Conner and Floyd

[CF] found an upper bound for the order of ct^IF] in unitary free G-bordism;

Waner and Wu in [WW] used the eta invariant to show that the order goes to

infinity as « —* oc ; here we shall calculate the exact order.
Let q> denote the Euler ^-function so that tp(ps) = ps -ps~x. We shall show

Theorem 3.1. The order of o[SW] in U*(BZ/ps) is pb(~"K where b(n) =
[in+p°-l-2)/<p{p°)].

As in Corollary 2.2, we now obtain

Corollary 3.2. Let M be a unitary manifold with trivial G-action, and assume

that [M] is not divisible by p in U*. Then the order of o[SW x M] in
UGiEZ/ps) is pb^ .   U

As in the previous section, write R(G) = Z[x]/(xpS - 1) and write e for the
Euler class of the one-dimensional representation V on which a generator of
G acts by multiplication by exp(2ni/ps) ; e = 1 - x . If ew is the Euler class

of W, then as in Lemma 2.1 we have that (ew) = (en), i.e., ew and e" are

Ä(G)-multiples of one another. It follows (writing (ew)~x for (ew®Q)~l) that
(ew)~lR(G) = (e")~xR(G), so KXG(SW ; Q/Z) =■ (e")~xR(G)/R(G).

Theorem 3.1 will follow from
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Lemma 3.3. R(G) ®QS R(H) <g> Q © Q[c¡], where { = e2nilpS. Further, under

this decomposition,

( fps~l-i ?(/>*)-1       \

R(G) = \      E  ****>   E   c*f*    e Ji(/T) © Z[i]|
I   \  k=0 k=0 )

p-2 >|

E c*+/y-' - bk(modp) for allk\.
i=o )

Proof. The first statement follows from Lemma 1.2. For the second statement

we are identifying R(G) with Z[jc]/(x^-1) and R(H) with Z[x]/(xpS~l - 1) ;

recall also that

£<P(PS) _ _1 _£/>s~' _(í2p1-1_(e(p-2)p5-'_

The result now follows by considering the image of an arbitrary element

j£¿ akXk of R(G) in Ä(ff)®Q©OK], £ being the image of x in Q[f].   G

Lemma 3.4. /« i?(G) ®Q w «av<?

(a) R(G) n QK] = ((1 - O*"1) - i«e Z[t\]-module generated by (1 - ¿)'J~' ;
a«(f

(b) the projection of Im(<? ® Q) n /?(G) into Q[£] ¿s (1 - Ç).

Proof. For (a) it follows from the previous lemma that the elements

p,p(i-î),p(i-é)2,... ,p(i-ef~l-l,(i-çf~1,... .(î-o^-1

form an integral basis for iî(G) n Q[£]. However, since (1 - <¡;)«">*) and p are

associates in Z[¿;], we can replace the terms p(l -£)' by (1 -^ytJ>s)+i, proving

the claim.
As for (b), it follows from the previous lemma that the elements

p,(i-¿),(i-¿)2,... .(l-O'W-1

form an integral basis for the projection of Im(e ® Q) n Ä(G) in Q[Ç\. To see

this, we note that an element ( J2 bkxk, £ ck£,k ) is a multiple of e iff ]£ e¿ = 0

so that by the lemma ¿~lck = 0 (modp). The result now follows by the same

argument as for part (a).   G

Lemma 3.5. For « > 1 the projection of (e")~x R(G) into Q[£] is ((l-¿;)""+1).

Proof Since z e (<?")-1JR(G) iff e"z e Im(«? ® Q) n R(G), it follows from
the previous lemma that the projection n(z) of z is in (1 - Ç)~"(l - ¿;)

= ((1 -£)-"+1). Conversely, if w e ((1 - Ç)-"+x), then there is a z' e

Im(e<8)Q)ni?(G) with (1 -Çj"w = n(z'). Since e is invertible in Im(i?<g.Q),

we obtain w = n(z'/e"), with z'/e" e (e")~xR(G).   G

Note that A{G) acts on R(G) through the ring map t : /1(G) -> #(G) which
assigns to a G-set the associated permutation module. Since r(o) = (0,p)
under the decomposition in Lemma 3.3, we have the following consequence of

Lemma 3.5.
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Lemma 3.6.  o(e")~xR(G) = ((1 - Ç)<p(ps)-*+1) as a Z[c\]-submodule of Q[£].

Proof. The result follows from the fact that multiplication by a is projection

into Q[¿;] followed by multiplication by p and the fact (used in Lemma 3.4)

that (1-Çf^ and p are associates in Zfé].   G

Corollary 3.7.

a(e")-xR(G)/a(e"yxR(G) n R(G)

= ((l-^^-"+x)/((l-c;)k),     k = max{tp(ps)-n+l,ps-x},

=■ Z[í]/((1 - Om), m = max{0,ps-x - tp(ps) + « - 1}.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. First, if c € KG(EG; Q/Z), then c(oSW) = oc(SW).
We can choose c so that oc(SW) corresponds to the generator 1 6
•2[í]/((l —Ç)m) under the isomorphism of Corollary 3.7. It thus remains to cal-

culate the torsion of 1 in Z[£]/((l-£)m). If m = qtp(ps), then Ztf]/((l-i)m) =

Z[Ç]lpq so that 1 has torsion pq. In general, 1 has the highest order, which

must be p to the power [m + <p(ps) - l/tp(ps)] . Rewriting this in terms of «

gives the result.   G

4. Fixed sets of unitary G-manifolds

Here we state and prove the results on G-actions on unitary manifolds men-

tioned in the introduction. In the first several results, when we say that a fixed

set MH is framed in M we mean that there is an NH/H-vecXor bundle isomor-

phism between the normal bundle of MH in M and a trivial bundle MH x W.

We first prove a simple result about semifree actions. Recall that a(n) =

[(«-l)/(p-l)] and b(n) = [(n+ps~x-2)/tp(ps)]. We write | W \=dimcW.

Theorem 4.1. Let G = Z/ps with p aprime, let W be a unitary representation

of G on whose unit sphere G acts freely, and let M be a closed semifree unitary

G-manifold of dimension W + k suchthat MG is framed in M. Then [MG]e
ps+a(\w\)Uk Further, if [Y] e ps+a^w^Uk , then there exists a closed unitary

(nV + kydimensional G-manifold M with MG = Y.

Proof. Since M = (DW x MG) Ua F, where F is a free G-manifold, F is
a free null bordism of SW x MG, so, by Corollary 2.2, [MG] e ps+aUwlWk ■

Conversely, if Y e ps+aUw^Uk , then, again by Corollary 2.2, SW x Y is null

bordant so that we can use a null bordism F to construct M = (DW x Y) Dq

F.   G

Turning to the general case, we first need a lemma. With G = Z/ps, let

a e A(G) be as in §3, o = p - [G/H], where H = Z/ps~x.

Lemma 4.2. The map oUG(EG) —> UG is trivial.

Proof. By [CF] UG(EG) = U* © ÜG(EG), where the summand U* consists
of the manifolds of the form G x M, M a nonequivariant manifold, and the

summand ÜG(EG) is generated by spheres SW on which G acts freely. The

second summand clearly vanishes in UG ; the first is annihilated by a since

oG = 0 in A(G).   G
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Theorem 4.3. Let G = Z/ps with p a prime, let W be a unitary representation

of G on whose unit sphere G acts freely, and let M be a closed unitary G-

manifold of dimension W + k such that each fixed set is framed in M. Then
[MG] e pWw\>Uk . Further, if [Y] e pb^w^Uk , then there exists a closed

unitary (W + kfdimensional G-manifold M with MG = pY.

Proof. Let M be a closed unitary G-manifold of dimension W+k that frames

its fixed sets. We claim that a M is G-bordant to a G-manifold of the form

N = (DWxoMG)\JdF,

where F is a free G-manifold. To see this, let L = Z/p be the smallest

nontrivial subgroup of G. Since M is (W + /c)-dimensional and WL = 0, it

follows that ML = M0]] [] P¡, where each P¡ is a /c-dimensional free G/K¡-

manifold for some proper nontrivial subgroup K¡ of G. Therefore,

(oM)L = oMG\\\\aPi.

By the lemma (applied to each G/A; ) and the fact that the P¡ are framed in

M, o M is G-bordant to a G-manifold of the form N = (DW x oMG) Uâ F
with F a free G-manifold as claimed. Thus F is a free null G-bordism of
o(SW x MG). It follows by Corollary 3.2 that MG e pb^w^Ut , as desired.

Conversely, suppose that Y e pb^w^Ut. Then o(SW x Y) is freely null

bordant by Corollary 3.2. If F is a free null G-bordism, then M = (DW x
oY)UdF is a G -manifold with MG = pY.   G

We can also show the following variant of Theorem 4.3 for any abelian p-

group.

Theorem 4.4. Let G be an abelian p-group, let V be a unitary representation of

G with VG = 0, and let M be a closed unitary G-manifold of dimension nV+k

that frames its fixed sets. Then [MG] e psi-"Wk, where s(n) —> oo as « —> oo.

Further, there is a sequence t(n) > s(n) such that if [Y] e Uk , then there exists

a closed unitary (nV + k)-dimensional G-manifold M with MG = p'^Y.

Proof. We do induction on the order of G, the case G cyclic and acting freely

on 5 V having been settled above. If G is a noncyclic abelian p-group or if G

does not act freely on SV, then there exists a nontrivial subgroup H such that

VH ¿ 0. Thus, if M is an (« V + /c)-manifold which frames its fixed sets, MH
is in turn an («Fw + /<:)-dimensional G///-manifold which frames its fixed sets.

The first statement of the theorem now follows by induction on \G\.

For the converse we outline a construction similar to one given in [W] in the

context of framed G-manifolds. Let a e A(G) be such that aG is a power of p

and a77 = 0 for all proper subgroups H c G. Thus a restricts to zero under

the forgetful homomorphisms A(G) —> A(H). For a G-module W, let Sw

denote the one-point compactification of W. We can realize a as a based G-

map à : Sw —> Sw for some W because A(G) is isomorphic to the Oth stable

homotopy group. Let TU be the Thom spectrum representing stably almost

complex bordism. Now, starting with a stable map y : Sk —> TU representing

[Y], we try to extend to a G-map S"y+k -* TGU, the equivariant spectrum

representing (« V + *)-dimensional bordism (which contains TU in its G-fixed

set). The obstructions we encounter will be on G-cells of the form G/H x Dr,
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with H a proper subgroup of G. We can kill these obstructions by multiplying
by a, i.e., by suspending by the map à. The end result is that we can construct
a based G-map / : S"v+mW+k -> V"WTGU for some large m so that / is an

extension of amy. This implies that fG : SmW°+k -> V"W<3TU represents plT

for some t. Thus / represents an (nV + /c)-manifold M with MG = p'Y.

Note that here t depends only on the G-cell structure of S"v+k and not on

Y. This gives the result.   G

The following counterexamples support the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3.

Example 4.5. (a) Fixed sets not framed in M. Let G = Z/p with p any odd
prime, let R be the complex regular representation of G, let « > 1, and let

Mn = CP(R"). Then MG is a disjoint union of p copies of CP"~X with

normal bundles isomorphic and of the form £ 9 V" , where ¡t, is the canonical

line bundle and V is the reduced regular representation. It follows that M„

is a unitary G-manifold of dimension nV + (2« - 2) with MG ^ p2t7» for

infinitely many «.
(b) G not a p-group. (This example is taken from [W].) Let G = Z/pq

with p and q distinct primes, let F be a semifree one-dimensional complex

representation of G, and let a = l-r[Z/p]-s[Z/q] e A(G) where rp+sq = 1.

Then aG = 1, and a restricts to zero under the forgetful homomorphism
AiG) -> Aie) = Z. Let Sw denote the one-point compactification of the

representation W, and realize a as a based G-map à : Sw —> Sw for some W

as in the proof of Theorem 4.4. Now, starting with the identity map 5° —> S°,

we try to extend to a map SnV —> S°. The obstructions we encounter will

be on free cells; we can kill these obstructions by multiplying by a, i.e., by

suspending by the map à. The end result is that we can construct a based
G-map / : S"y+mW —> SmW for some large m so that the restriction of / to

Smw is am This implies that fG : SmW° -> SmwG has degree 1. If we now

make / transverse to 0 we can form the « F-manifold M = f~x (0). Since

fG has degree 1, it follows that MG consists, up to cancellation of oppositely

oriented points, of a single fixed point; i.e., [MG] = 1 e Uo.

Note. We would like to propose a result similar to Theorem 4.4 for nonabelian

p-groups. However, if G is nonabelian, then the condition that M frame

its proper fixed subsets need not ensure that this is inherited by the NH/H-
manifold MH . What is needed is that M frame its proper fixed sets "consis-

tently". We now make this more precise.

Definition 4.6. The JF-dimensional Riemannian G-manifold M frames its

proper fixed sets consistently if for every A c G there exists a bundle isomor-

phism 8k : Vfc x MK —> uk = viMK, M). These trivializations are compatible

in the following sense: if g e G and H c gKg~x, then the diagram

VK     -►    VH

VK xMK

\

"gxg

New

VHxMH

/

MK —g—. M"
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commutes. Here g denotes translation by g and n denotes orthogonal pro-

jection.

We suggest

Conjecture 4.7. Let G be a finite p-group, and let V be any G-module with

VG = 0. Let M be a closed unitary G-manifold of dimension nV + k that

consistently frames its fixed sets. Then [MG] e ps("Wk , where s(«) —► oo as

« —> oo. Further, there is a sequence t(n) > s(n) such that if [Y] e Uk,

then there exists a closed unitary («F + k)-dimensional G-manifold M with

MG=p'(")Y.

The version of this conjecture for framed G-manifolds was shown in [W].

The following result gives a special case of Conjecture 4.7.

Proposition 4.8. Let G be a p-group, and assume that V is a unitary G-

module with VG = 0 and VH ^ 0 for some normal subgroup H with G/H

abelian. Then the conclusion of Conjecture 4.7 holds for («F + k)-dimensional

G-manifolds M.

Proof. Let M be an («F + /c)-dimensional manifold that consistently frames

its fixed sets. Then the G///-manifold MH (consistently) frames its fixed sets.

The result follows by Theorem 4.4.   G
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